
Response to reviewersJuly 25, 2014We thank our two anonymous reviewers for their onstrutive omments. We made our best to address them.The outline of the paper has been modi�ed. Our point by point response is below in blue.1 Reviewer 1We thank reviewer 1 for his/her onstrutive omments.General CommentsThis paper shows a detailed omparison of water isotopi omposition simulations to measurements, for a spei�site, and how suh a omparison an help to diagnose the soure of model biases. The paper is well strutured,presents novel onepts and data, and reahes a fair amount of onlusions. I do have a list of spei� ques- tions,omments and tehnial orretions, though. The paper is reommended for publiation in ACP after these minorrevisions have been taken into aount.Spei� Commentsp. 4461, line 17: What is the temporal resolution of the model?We added this information in setion 2.2: �The time step for the resolution of the dynamial equations is1 minute.� and then �The physial pakage is desribed in detail by [Hourdin et al., 2006℄ and alled every 30minutes.�p. 4461, lines 20-22: "no distintion is made between transpiration, bare soil evapo- ration, or interepted waterby the anopy". We know non-frationating transpiration has a di�erent impat on dD ompared to frationatingevaporation, and the impat an be signi�ant on dD in the lower atmosphere, e.g. in the Tropis. Therefore,this rises the question of how important this lak of distintion is for the onlusions of this study. For example,one of the onlusions is that LMDZ ould have a problem with amount of surfae evaporation. How would thisonlusion hange if the surfae evaporation would be more enrihed by inluding transpiration? This same questionould be asked in relation to the high bias in dD that seems related to the air mass origin: would this onlusion besensitive to the inlusion of enrihed transpiration e�ets? Could the authors elaborate? Suh a disussion might beworthwhile to inlude in the Conlusions setion. Also, are there perhaps other models that do take the distintionin frationation between evaporation and transpiration into aount? Could these be used for a sensitivity studyto the e�ets of transpiration?� We are now more preise in the desription of the representation of land surfae �uxes: setion 2.2.2: �Landsurfae evaporation is alulated as a single �ux, represents all omponents of evapo-transpiration. No dis-tintion is made between transpiration, bare soil evaporation, or evaporation of water interepted by theanopy. For water isotopes, we assume that transpiration is the dominant omponent of evapo-transpiration(e.g. [Williams et al., 2004, Jasehko et al., 2013℄). This approximation is espeially reasonable in Siberia([Iijima et al., 2014℄). No frationation is assoiated with transpiration ([Washburn and Smith, 1934, Barnes and Allison, 1988℄).Thus we neglet frationation during evapo-transpiration, as in most GCMs (e.g. [Ho�mann et al., 1998℄). �� To estimate the impat of neleting frationationg evapo-transpiration, we looked at sensitivity tests using theLMDZ-ORCHIDEE model: �... we used a few additional simulations in whih LMDZ was oupled with a moresophistiated, state-of-the art land surfae sheme alled ORCHIDEE (ORganizing Carbon and Hydrology inDynami EosystEms, [Duoudré et al., 1993, Krinner et al., 2005℄) enabled with water isotopes ([Risi, 2009,1



Risi et al., 2013℄).�. These simulations are not those used in the ore of the paper beause they are availablefor the year 2006 only.� In ORCHIDEE, we an disable the isotopi frationation during land surfae evaporation to test its im-pat without hanging anything in the limate and water yle. We ompare simulations with and withoutfrationating evaporation:� Results for the East-West and North-South gradients in δD and d-exess are explained in setion 3.3.3entitled �Impat of the representation of frationating evapo-transpiration�.� Results for the daily variability in δD are explained in setion 5.2.3 entitled �Impat of the representationof the land surfae�.� We have added new tables to summarize the results:* table 1: list of the sensitivity tests with ORCHIDEE* table 3: Charateristis of the spatial distribution in q, δD and in d-exes for the di�erent tests* table 8: Charateristi of the daily δD vs ln(q) distribution in JJApp. 4461-4463: I miss a desription of the time series overed in this study. Although the start date of ertainmeasurement periods are desribed, no end date is mentioned. Please mention somewhere (in Set. 2?) whih exatperiod you onsider for this study.We added this information in setion 2.4:� for the vapor: �The instrument has provided ontinuous measurements of δD and δ18O sine April 1st, 2012,and we use the data up to the end of 2012.�� for preipitation: �We use the data from the end of Otober 2012 to Deember 2012.�p. 4464, Eq. 1: does the tilde symbol in the last term mean "approximately proportional to"? Sine theexpression is only truely proportional to "ln(dD/1000 +1)". This should be explained, either in the equation (e.g.by using the diret proportionality symbol (\propto in LATEX) and the term "ln(dD/1000 +1)"), followed by asentene of how this an be approximated, or by explaining in the text what the tilde symbol () in Eq. 1 meansand why it is used.We have removed the �approximately equal� part of equation 1 and the Rayleigh distillation is written only for
Rv. The approximation is lari�ed a few sentenes later: �Sine Rv remains lose to unity, δD an be approximatedby: δD ≃ ln (Rv) · 1000. �p. 4466, lines 15-16: from Fig. 2 it is not obvious that "domain average values" have been subtrated from thesatellite data. Whih values have been subtrated, and shouldn't the values in Fig. 2 represent this by showing thevariations around this domain average (like in Fig. 3, for example)? Also, mentioning the subtrated values ouldbe worthwhile for readers who are interested in these possible biases of the satellite data.Corret. We did not need to subtrat the mean values on these plots. We added this lari�ation in the aption:�Note that δD values without any subtration are plotted here beause LMDZ happens to show values similar tothose of GOSAT and TES.�p. 4467, lines 10-16: earlier it was mentioned that the model makes no distintion between transpiration andevaporation. So is it not misleading to speak of evapo-transpiration here? In fat, ould this lak of distintion notplay a role in the underestimation of the latitudinal gradient (via gradients in the vegetation overage perhaps)?� Now we explain what we all �evapo-transpiration�: setion 2.2.2: �Land surfae evaporation is alulated asa single �ux, represents all omponents of evapo-transpiration. No distintion is made between transpiration,bare soil evaporation, or evaporation of water interepted by the anopy.�2



� Yes, the lak of frationating evaporation may play a role in the underestimation of the latitudinal gradient.Now we quantify this e�et in setion 3.3.3 and table 3. We show that the e�et is very small: �To summarize,negleting isotopi frationation during bare soil evaporation does not appear to be a major aveat of ourstudy.�p. 4467, line 23: with the word "this", it is implied that LMDZ aptures the trend of a dereasing d-exess,followed by an inrease, as shown by Masson-Delmotte et al. 2008. This seems a bit too optimisti, as LMDZ onlyshows a dereasing trend. This nuane should be added to the text.We lari�ed our explanation: now setion 3.1.3: �In spite of the noisiness in the data, a dereasing trend withlatitude an be observed. This ould be assoiated with the Rayleigh distillation, whih �rst dereases d-exessuntil about -20°C and inreases it below ([Masson-Delmotte et al., 2008℄). In Siberia, only the dereasing trendan be seen beause temperature are infrequently below -20°C. LMDZ aptures the d-exess derease with latitude,with a derease from 14h at 35°N to 5h at 70°N (Fig. 4d).�p. 4470, lines 1-2: "There is no relationship between the seasonality in dD and in q." This is a very strongstatement that should be baked-up by either a �gure or a referene. It seems very unlikely, looking at the ratherstrong orrelations between dD and q shown for example in Figs. 6 and 7 and the disussions earlier in the paper.I guess that a relationship between the seasonalities in dD and in q is atually to be expeted, but it is the shape(or variability) of this relationship that points to undeteted physial proesses.We lari�y what we mean: setion 3.4: �There is no relationship between the amplitude in the seasonal yle in
δD and that in q among the di�erent SWING2 models (Fig. 8).�p. 4470, lines 10-11: how was the spatio-temporal mathing of the LMDZ model at the Kourovka site performed?Maybe this an be mentioned in 1 or 2 sentenes?We added in setion 4.1: �For LMDZ, we use outputs from the losest grid point from Kourovka. Sine LMDZis nudged by reanalyses, it aptures the daily variations in irulation, so that it is possible to make a day-to-dayomparison.�p. 4472, lines 13-19: It would be useful to present the average values of d-exess of the observations and themodel in Fig. 9b (this was well done in the previous paragraph, so why not repeat it here?). But even withoutthese average values, it seems that the d-exess in preipitation observations (red dots in Fig. 9b) are higher thanthe model values. The model values atually seem onsistent with the expeted value of -3 per mil (orreted foraltitude). Therefore, the onluding remark "The fat that the snow and vapor from observations and simulationhave a similar d-exess is urrently not well understood" does not seem to be justi�ed?We have rewritten this paragraph to take into aount this omment: setion 4.2: �The d-exess in observedpreipitation is similar to the d-exess in surfae water vapor: observed dp−dv is 3h on average (Fig. 11b). LMDZsimulates dp − dv values of -2h on average. If the snow was in equilibrium with the surfae water vapor, dp − dvwould be about -5h. The d-exess inreases with altitude and the vertial gradient between the surfae and 2 km is1h/km. Taking this e�et into aount, dp − dv should be about -3h. This theoretial estimate is very onsistentwith what is simulated by LMDZ. Why observed dp − dv is 3h rather than -3h ould be due to mirophysialproesses or post-ondensational proesses. However, the large spread of dp − dv values prevent us from onludingfor sure that observations are inonsistent with LMDZ and with the theoretial estimate.�p. 4473, lines 4-5: The statement: "In Set. 3.2, we showed that LMDZ reprodues well, at least qualitatively,the seasonal and daily variations in q and water vapor dD at the surfae." seems a bit too optimisti: Fig. 5 inSet. 3.2 does NOT show q, and does NOT show daily variations (only monthly variations are shown). These aredisussed in Set. 4.1, though. Please orret these referenes, inluding the orresponding �gures numbers withinparentheses.� Now we have added the evaluation of preipitable water on �gures 2, 3, 4 and 5, and in the text in setions3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.2. 3



� We have lari�ed where the seasonal and daily evaluation was performed (now setion 5.1: �We showed thatLMDZ reprodues well, at least qualitatively, the seasonal (set. 3.3, Fig. 6) and daily (set. 4.1, Fig. 9)variations in q and water vapor δD at the surfae.�p. 4476, Setion 5.2.1: The values in Table 3 are probably derived from a theoretial study using LMDZ? Thismight not be entirely lear to all readers and should therefore be mentioned (readers might wonder where the "true"values for temperature and relative humidity ome from).This data omes frommeteorologial data. We have added this information in setion 2.3.2: �Basi meteorologialmeasurements were performed on a meteorologial station in the nearby town of Yekaterimburg. We use thetemperature measurements to better interpret our q measurements.�p 4478, lines 10-11: "When LMDZ has the largest enrihment bias in dD, LMDZ has also the largest moist biasin q" and also p.4480, lines 3-4: "LMDZ exhibits the strongest dry bias on days when it simulates the strongest enrihed biasin dD". Stritly speaking, these statements are not true. Looking at the JJA values in Fig. 12b, the strongestenrihed bias of 50 per mil orresponds to biases in ln(q) of about 0.0 (so the smallest). Similarly, biases of -0.8in ln(q) (the largest negative bias) orrespond to biases in dD of 0 (the smallest). The statements are only truewhen using the "delta" terminology, but not in the absolute sense of biases. So those two sentenes need to berephrased, using the terms delta-delta-D and delta-ln(q) from Fig. 12b. For example, it is true that the largestvalues of delta-ln(q) orrespond to the largest values of delta-delta-D (eventhough the largest values of delta-ln(q)orrespond to the lowest absolute biases in humidity).We agree. We have hanged the wording now at all ourenes.Tehnial Corretions*** Abstrat:The abbreviations LMDZ, GCM, TES, GOSAT, GNIP, SNIP and SWING2 need to be de�ned separately in theabstrat.Done. For SWING2 models, we have added table 1 that expends all the model names.p. 4458, line 5: in-situ -> in situ*** Set. 1. Introdution:p. 4459, line 1: there's a word (probably "Europe") missing after "Central and East- ern..."p. 4460, line 18: the abbreviation "LMDZ" needs to be introdued.*** Set. 2. Data and methods:p. 4461, line 2: subsript "standart" -> standardp. 4461, line 6: represent -> representsAll these items have been orretedp. 4461, line 18: by (Hourdin et al., 2006). -> by Hourdin et al. (2006).OK. We have a few bibliography formatting problems. They will be solved during opy-editing.p. 4462, line 3: it is not lear why there is suddenly a "4" behind LMDZ.Now: �We use the fourth version of LMDZ (alled LMDZ4) �p. 4462, line 4: "From the other hand" -> "On the other hand"p. 4463, line 26: the abbreviation "GOSAT" needs to be introdued.p. 4464, line 3: the abbreviation "TES" needs to be introdued.p. 4465, line 11: "...given q (blue)." -> ...given q (blue and pink). (in stead of pink, I think magenta is atuallya better desription of the olor).p. 4465, line 12: add ommas before and after the word "however"4



p. 4465, line 17: sensitive TO evaporationp. 4465, line 18: "on Fig. 1" -> "in Fig. 1"p. 4465, line 24: "overestimate" -> "misrepresent" (sine it ould be both an overestimate or an underestimate)*** Set. 3. Model evaluation of spatial and seasonal variations:p. 4466, line 22: "features are dereasing d-exess trend" -> "features are showing a dereasing d-exess trend"p. 4467, line 1: add a omma after "evaluation"p. 4467, line 9: "to onlude." -> "to draw onlusions."p. 4467, line 9: "underestimate" -> "underestimation"p. 4467, lines 28-29: "Simulated d-exess is less noisy than in observations" -> "THE simulated d-exess is lessnoisy than in THE observations"p. 4468, lines 20-23: "underestimate" -> "underestimation" (4 times)p. 4469, line 3: "over-estimate" -> "over-estimation"Fig. 6: the labels ) and b) in the �gures seem to be swithed ( ) should be b) and b) should be ) )"All these items have been orreted*** Set. 4. Evaluation over Kourovka:p. 4470, line 10: this is the �rst time the term "LMDZ-iso" is used (as ompared to "LMDZ"). This leads toonfusion and should be avoided. If there is no good reason to expliitly mention "-iso", I would suggest to removeit everywhere in the paper (it is also used in the aptions of Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 11). Or else, at least statelearly that sometimes "LMDZ-iso" is used in stead of "LMDZ" without any di�erene in meaning.Now we use LMDZ everywhere.p. 4470, line 10: "Comparison" -> "A omparison"p. 4470, line 10: "of LMDZ-iso simulation" -> "of THE LMDZ simulation"p. 4470, line 11: "on Fig. 8" -> "in Fig. 8"p. 4470, line 13: "values" -> "orrelation oe�ients"p. 4470, line 15: "between model and observations" -> "between observations and model"p. 4470, line 17: "A day bias" -> "A dry bias"p. 4470, line 24: "about 20 per mil too enrihed" -> "enrihed by about 20 per mil"p. 4471, line 2: add a omma after "period"p. 4471, line 3: "than observed values" -> "than the observed values"p. 4472, line 3: "around 2 km on average" -> "around an altitude of 2 km on average"p. 4472, line 4: "The dD dereases" -> "dD dereases"p. 4472, line 6: "from a water vapor" -> "from water vapor"*** Set 5. Proesses ontrolling water vapor and dD:p. 4474, line 13: "spring to summer is assoiated" -> "spring to summer (Fig. 8a) is assoiated"p. 4474, lines 15, 18 and 22: please remove the parentheses around "(g kg-1)"p. 4474, lines 26: "(0.40)" -> "(r=0.40, see Table 2)"p. 4476, line 17: "Another possible" -> "A possible" (if I am orret, there was no other possible ause mentionedearlier)p. 4476, line 19: "at surfae" -> "at the surfae"p. 4476, line 19: "on oarser mesh" -> "on the oarser mesh"Tables 3 & 4: please provide units of q (or delta q) and dD (in the aptions).All these items have been orreted.p. 4477, line 14-16: "the frationation oe�ients": Whih frationation oe�ients were assumed, and whihondensation temperatures?Now we write: �We alulate the frationation oe�ient using the same temperature as the one used to alulatethe saturation spei� humidity.�p. 4480, lines 13-18: the meaning of the term "end member" is unlear and should be explained.5



Now we avoid this unlear word: e.g. setion 6: �the omposition of the water vapor from the di�erent airmasses that are being mixed�*** Tabels and Figures*** Caption of Table 1: " results of simulation by LMDZ-iso alulated to..." -> "LMDZ simulation resultsof..."Caption of Table 1: "At DJF season data available" -> "At the DJF season data was available"Caption of Table 1: "If p value" -> "If the p value"Caption of Table 1: "5% then we assume" -> "5%, we assume"Table 2: The ratios of the standard deviations are not disussed in the text, and don't seem to add a lot of newinformation. I would therefore suggest to remove these olumns from Table 2.Table 3: Please mention the units.Table 4: Please mention the units.All these items have been orreted.2 Reviewer 2We thank reviewer 2 for his/her onstrutive omments.Review results of Gryazin et al. "The added value of water isotopi measurements for understanding modelbiases in simulating the water yle over western Siberia".In this manusript, the authors made a set of intensive analyses to investigate the reason of AGCM bias,spei�ally dry (and warm) bias over Western Siberia, fous- ing on the additional information by using waterisotopi information. They used an isotope-inorporated AGCM ompared with multiple isotopi datasets, inludingsatel- lite retrievals for vapor isotope, preipitation isotope network, and in-situ daily surfae vapor and preipitationisotopes. In onlusion, they found two signi�ant biases in their model: the �rst is the systemati and independentoverestimation of isotope and the seond is bias assoiated with humidity. The reasons of these biases are alsosuggested in air mass origin and in horizontal advetion and/or surfae evaporation.Overall, the manusript is well written and the interpretation of the analyses is tehni- ally onvining. However,title of this paper, "added value" by water isotopi informa- tion is not fully appropriate. As the authors pointedout, the ontinental dry/warm bias is a very big issue in the limate modeling ommunity. If isotopi informationan solve this issue or provide a unique hint to solve it, it would be indeed great ontribution. But the analysesin the paper are still mainly targeting "the reason of bias in the isotopes". The ommunity already knows thatsomething is wrong in the hydrologi yle, espe- ially in the terrestrial proesses as mentioned in the paper. It isimportant to learly show what we an know with isotope information where we ould not have known with- outthe isotope. In this regard, I don't think that they have showed the "added value" learly enough.Again, I like the paper very muh and their analyses are tehnially quite reasonable. My omment above isindeed hallenging and a step forward for the water isotope ommunity. I think the authors are the one of thelosest for suh ahievement and the paper is almost showing the potential. That is the reason why I request theauthors to show more apparent and onvining "added value" to the readership. This is my major omment.� We ompletely agree with the reviewer's point of view.� We have tried our best to go deeper in our analysis. However, we ouldn't �nd how to use the existingisotopi measurements to identify for sure the ause of the model summer dry bias in humidity. We were abit disapointed and our additional analysis led us to be less optimisti about the potential �added value� ofwater isotopes. As a onsequene:� we have hanged the title into: �To what extent ould water isotopi measurements help us understandmodel biases in the water yle over Western Siberia�.� In introdution, we have dereased our ambitions: �we investigate to what extent omparing the simulatedwater stable isotopi omposition of water vapor to measurements an help us diagnose the soure ofmodel biases over ontinental regions in summer. �6



� We have added limitations in the abstrat: �However, δD-q diagrams using the available data do not tellthe full story. Additional measurements would be needed, or a more sophistiated theoretial frameworkwould need to be developed.�� We have added sensitivity tests to the land surfae sheme to explore the e�et of the representation of theland surfae. This is detailed in setions 3.3.4 and 5.2.3, and tables 3 and 8.� We have added a more detailed disussion on the δD-vs-ln(q) slopes. Figure 14 ompares the slope at thedaily sale at Kourovka in summer to the slopes for the latitudinal and longitudinal gradient in average overthe summer. This is disussed in setion 5.2.2.� In the onlusion, we added a disussion of what we an do and annot do with the δD-vs-ln(q) diagrams.e.g. setion 6: �However, even using suh diagrams, it is di�ult to disriminate for sure between Rayleighlines and mixing lines. In addition, di�erent kinds of δD-ln(q) regressions may have the same slope�.Other than this, there are some minor issues as follows:P4458 L16: "strongest dry bias" and "strongest enrihed bias in dD". Is it true? Figure 12(b) does not showsuh relationship.reworded: �LMDZ simulates the strongest dry bias on days when it simulates the smallest enrihed bias in δD.�P4458 L19: the moist bias -> the dry biasOKP4460L18: Spell out LMDZOKP4461L19: Is this simple representation only for isotope or as a whole land surfae model? If latter, the landproess is apparently too simple regarding the urrent improvement in the land surfae models. This would not bethe ase in the other latest GCMs, therefore the onlusion of this paper (i.e., insu�ient evapotranspiration bias)would be only model-dependent.� This limitation has been added: �The representation of land surfae is muh simpler than in urrent ou-pled models used for CMIP3 ([Meehl et al., 2007℄) or CMIP5 ([Taylor et al., 2012℄). Therefore, some of theonlusions reahed in this paper regarding the role of land surfae proesses might be model-dependent andspei� to GCMs with very simple land surfae shemes.�� We have tried to asses the impat of the representation of the land surfae on our results: �To hek to whatextent our results are sensitive to the representation of the land surfae, we performed di�erent sensitivitytests, by varying the stomatal resistane, the soil apaity or the fration of the surfae overed by bare soil.�.Results of these tests are added in the paper (tables 3 and 8).P4462L3: What is LMDZ"4"?We now write: �the fourth version of LMDZ (alled LMDZ4)�P4462L12: Spell out the abbreviations. And add the referenes for the models.Now we have added table 1 that spells out all model names and gives referenes.P4463L9: Brie�y explain the observation system on�gurations. Partiularly the alibration interval needs tobe spei�ed. 7



We have added these explanations: setion 2.4: �A detailed overview of the WS-CRDS measurement systemsetup, alibration, and maintenane an be found in [Bastrikov et al., 2014℄. In summary, every six hours of am-bient air measurements are followed by a two-standards alibration lasting 30 minutes for eah referene waterstandard using Piarro Standards Delivery Module. The liquid standards are vaporized at 140◦C using PiarroVaporizer Module A0211, then mixed with dried room-air dessiated with drierite (W.A. Hammond Drierite Com-pany, Ltd., USA) and measured by the analyzer. The water standards have been alibrated on the VSMOW-SLAP(Vienna Standard Mean Oean Water - Standard Light Antarti Preipitation) sale by aurate laboratory massspetrometer measurements at LSCE (Laboratoire des Sienes du Climat et de l'Environnement). �.P4463L10: What is the time interval of preipitation sampling?We have added this information: �at the daily time sale�P4464L22: What is R? The de�nition is di�erent from the one used in L4461L3.The de�nition is the same in both equations. We have lari�ed the de�nition in the �rst ourene: setion 2.1:�R is the ratio of HDO or H18

2
O to H2O. �P4464L22: What is ""? This symbol is not standard for "nearly equal".Now we write: �δD an be approximated by: δD ≃ ln (Rv) · 1000�P4466L2: Delta(ln(Rv)) and ln(DeltaRv) are di�erent. Please larify.This is not what we meant. We have lari�ed this: �Sine Rv remains lose to unity, δD an be approximatedby: δD ≃ ln (Rv) · 1000�.P4466L15: I don't see any subtration in Figure 2 a-d.Corret. We have lari�ed this: �Here we plot δD values without any subtration beause LMDZ happens toshow values similar to those of GOSAT and TES.�P4466L22: From Figure 2h, it is hard to �nd poleward and eastward trends.We agree that it's di�ult to see poleward and eastward gradient on a map. This is why we have plotted transetson �gures 3 and 4. Now we write: �For a more quantitative evaluation, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show North-south andWest-east transets around Kourovka and are desribed below�.P4467L10: De�ne "boundary layer".Now we add: �800 hPa orresponds approximately to the top of the boundary layer.�P4467L20: What is the reason of the d-exess noise in observation? What is noise? It seems that the modelsimulation is too smooth.Yes. Now we explain the possible reasons for the noisier aspet of the data: �This ould be due to the largeunertainty in the d-exess measurement. The extent of post-sampling evaporation e�ets are di�ult to quantify,but they ould reah several h ([Kurita et al., 2004℄), whih is of the same order of magnitude as the North-Southd-exess gradient simulated by LMDZ. The apparent data noise ould also be due to the potentially large spatialheterogeneity of d-exess at the sale of a few kilometers: for example, the loal surfae type ould a�et d-exess([Welp et al., 2012℄). LMDZ annot apture this heterogeneity. This ould also explain why LMDZ looks smootherthan the data.�P4467L23: "LMDZ aptures this d-exess trend." How an we know this?
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Now we explain how we know this by referring to the �gure and by giving quantitative values in the text: LMDZaptures the d-exess derease with latitude, with a derease from 14h at 35°N to 5h at 70°N (Fig. 3d).P4467L26: What is "ontinental reyling"?We have reworded this paragraph to better explain what is ontinental reyling and how it modulates theontinental e�et: �This is why the amount of ontinental reyling (i.e. the fration of the preipitation waterwhih is returned to the atmosphere through evapo-transpiration) is known to modulate the ontinental e�et (i.e.the inland depletion of water vapor and preipitation) ([Salati et al., 1979, Kurita et al., 2004℄). �P4467L27: What is "ontinental reyling gradient"? Is it just zonal gradient?Now we write: �East-West gradient in evapo-transpiration�P4467L28: In P4465L22, d-exess eastward trend in the observation was mentioned.OK, now we say everywhere that it's hard to detet a d-exess eastward trend in the observation.P4468L3-4: Why ECHAM models should be suddenly mentioned here?Beause we think that [Butzin et al., 2014℄ deserves to be ited. Now we moved this sentene to setion 4.3 onthe multi-model omparison.P4468L22: It's better to show more analyses for humidity. Here it is told that humidity is reasonable, but themotivation and main objetive of this study was dry bias.We agree. We have added preipitable water (to be onsistent with total-olumn δD) on �gures 2, 4, 5, 6 and7. We have added a few sentenes on the model-data omparison for q.P4468L25: These statements are onfusing. In onlusion of the paper, deltaD disrepany is assoiated withhumidity (and temperature). Also in Figure 12b, they say that modeled deltaD-q relationship is similar to theobservation.Figures 2-7 show the spatial and seasonal sales, whereas �gure 12 shows the daily time sale.P4469L3: In P4467L26-28, it was told that ontinental reyling was satisfatory.� It was told that the East-West gradient in ontinental reyling was satisfatory. Here we disuss the latitudinalgradient. We have lari�ed this by breaking down this part into sub-sub-setions.� We kept this sentene, but we added: �Sensitivity tests with ORCHIDEE will however suggest purely atmo-spheri proesses are responsible for the latitudinal gradient mismath (setion 3.3.2)�.P4470L17: day -> dryorretedP4471L9: what is "a.g.l."?expended: �above ground level�P4471L25: Is the good agreement in deltaDp-deltaDv beause of snow preipitation? Sine there is isotopiexhange between raindrop and ambient air, there might be more impat in ase of rain.
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Yes, we added this: �This good agreement is probably due to the fat that most of the preipitation is snow. Theisotopi omposition of snow is easier to simulate than that of rain beause it is less a�eted by post-ondensationalproesses.�P4471L25: How about snow amount simulation?We have added a sub-�gure omparing observed and simulated preipitation amount (now �g 11) and added insetion 4.2: �Preipitation is snow, exept during the �rst three days. Its amount is well aptured by the model(Fig. ??a).�P4473L5: In setion 3.2, only deltaD was evaluated. Where is "daily variations in q" from?Now we evaluate in detail the preipitable water against TES and GOSAT in setion 3. The daily q variationsare evaluated in setion 4.1. We write in the introdution of setion 5: �We showed that LMDZ reprodues well, atleast qualitatively, the seasonal (set. 3.2, Fig. 6) and daily (set. 4.9, Fig. 9) variations in q and water vapor δDin the lower troposphere. �.P4474L23: "Sine the boundary layer is most ative in summer, we exlude. . ." I annot understand the logiin this sentene. Elaborate.Now we have lari�ed the rationale: setion 5.1.1: �To qualitatively separate the e�et of surfae evaporationand BL proesses, we use the fat that surfae evaporation (whih is a model output) and BL mixing (whih isexpeted to be more ative in summer, espeially during the warmest days) have opposite e�ets. For example,if the �surfae evaporation and BL proesses� are more moistening when both surfae evaporation and BL mixingare stronger, then we suggest that surfae evaporation drives the moistening e�et. In ontrast, if the �surfaeevaporation and BL proesses� are more moistening when both surfae evaporation and BL mixing are weaker, thenwe suggest that the weaker BL mixing drives the moistening e�et.�Now the sentene in setion 5.2.2 beomes easier to understand: �Sine the boundary layer is expeted to bemost ative in summer, we exlude an inrease of boundary-layer mixing as an explanation for the dehydration. �P4474L26: Why evaporation and BL proesses ause "spikes"? Usually evaporation amount has less variabilitythan preipitation amount, so that the impat would be more stable.Evaporation and BL mixing show signi�ant variability in the model at synopti sales. We have replaed�spikes� by �large values�.P4475L1: "This is onsistent. . ." -> Sine the model in Risi et al (2013) is the same, the result should beonsistent.We added this: �This onsisteny ould be explained by the fat that the model is the same.�P4475L6: "boundary-layer" -> "evaporation and boundary-layer"OKP4475L10: In P4464L23, it was told that boundary-layer was exluded in the season. But now it is told thatBL proess is larger than evaporation. Confusing.We have lari�ed this in setion 5.1.1 as explained above.P4475L18 and some others : "boundary-layer" -> "evaporation and boundary-layer".OKSometimes, the authors intentionally distinguish evaporation and BL proesses, but they are not distinguishablein the model, right? 10
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